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The following messages were received by
Parvati in meditation:

January 17, 2007 sunset, Maheshwar, India,
the voice of Shree Gajanan Maharaj

This is the call of the Narmada.
Rejuvenation of this planet is to begin from
Narmada.
Utterance of sacred Mantras on specific dates
given carry healing forward to be distributed to
all lands from this sacred place.
You are asked to sit in the same place as you
were last year on the same date.
One Homa will be arranged for you to perform.

After the sacred Mantras are uttered, Light will
be switched on to send Our Power through the
circuits with LOVE.

Purity cannot be purchased, cannot be traded

or learned. Through this purity of heart, great

guidance can flow to touch all people.

Tomorrow begins a new cycle for the planet, as
was told to you before. It is an auspicious day.

All blessings.
All love.
Eternal Light.

OM TAT SAT.

January 17, 2007, 9:00 P.M. Maheshwar, the

voice of Shree Gajanan Maharaj

What is this life?
A drop of water in a vast ocean.
Yet, in this very life, one can rise beyond one’s
limits and be free.

Attachments act as anchors which pull you
down, attached to the past or even to the
present.
All attachments in life must be broken.
Now, this does not mean married couples
should divorce or children leave their parents.
Quite the opposite case. One can rise above all
attachments while maintaining a full family
life.

One learns to serve ALMIGHTY FATHER and
the result is like a rain of bliss upon all family
and others with whom one comes into

contact…friends and strangers alike.

Attachment is not love. Love is always without

attachment.
True love, Divine Love is beyond emotion.

Then, joy will prevail.
Accept nothing less.

Many teachings are to be given through this

instrument, Parvati.

We can use any means to reach the followers
of SATYA DHARMA.

Messages Received in Maheshwar
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We can speak through planetary messengers

with whom We have contact.

We can speak through every source, in every

language. And We do.
Those who are near to Us know this to be true.

January 18, 2007 , the voice of Shree
Gajanan Maharaj (At Narmada River with
Shree)

Lingam is to be installed in Maheshwar. House
is to be made ready for Us to dwell there.
Light. Light. Light. Light. Light.
Seven seasons. Then Earth will shift. In seven
seasons. And seven springs.
There will be Light illuminating all that exists
upon this planet.
And a majesty such as never before has been
seen.
Those of you who are ushering in this New Era

shall be recipients of great Grace.
And you shall experience Peace, Bliss and
Prosperity in life.

Beyond life, freedom. This is Our promise to

you.

Breath of Narmada has begun.
Healing for planet Earth has been given push

forward.
While moving in the world, while attending to

mundane chores, while creating beauty, while
cooking for family, while awake, while asleep—

MANTRA.

It has been said that the Fivefold Path is a

path for householders.  One of our

responsibilites in family life is meeting finan-

cial obligations. Daan, the second aspect of
the Fivefold Path, helps us achieve peace in
the material aspect of our lives.

If you are thinking, “In my circumstances I
can’t afford to practice Daan,” please be
assured that times of financial stress are
important times for Daan. If we are short on
cash, we can make a beginning in any
amount--even just a dollar, or with some
material object we own. By making effort,
especially consistent effort, we bring in a new
energy to help change our circumstances for
the better.  If we postpone practicing Daan
until someone comes to us with a request for
funds or goods, we are postponing improving
our lives.

A simple way to practice Daan is that every
time we receive income, we put some

amount aside immediately, regardless of bills

and expenses--every time, even if it is a very
small amount. From the moment we put the
money aside, we treat it as if it is no longer

ours, even if some unexpected expense

comes up.  An envelope can be kept for Daan
money, to keep it aside until a suitable oppor-
tunity arises for giving it; to practice Daan we

are required to give to a proper person.

Daan--Pathway to

Peace and Prosperity
Anonymous
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Many of us live in houses full of material

objects--often more objects than we need.

Even if we are people of modest means, we

can look through our homes, collect some
useful items that we may no longer need,
and set them aside until we can find an
appropriate recipient. Children’s outgrown
clothing can be given to others, extra
housewares might be given to young people
just starting out, books we’ve read can be
passed on, and so forth.

Gardening can offer opportunities for sharing
seeds, seedlings, plants and produce. Some
perennials  benefit from being divided, and
our Daan can help beautify our friends’ or
neighbors’ yards.

In everyday life it is all too easy to get caught
up in I, me, my and mine, and lose sight of a

broader perspective. One of the great ben-
efits of Daan is that it requires us to think of
others--what they might need, what might be

helpful to them--which expands our aware-

ness of others and helps develop our com-
passion.

Another blessing of Daan is the joy it brings

to the recipient, who is getting something
with absolutely no obligation or strings

attached. Even a little practice of Daan can
make us feel truly rich, that we were able to

give some assistance or bring happiness to

others.

Daan gives us greater appreciation for the

resources at our disposal. It helps lift us up

from  fears and worries that may cloud our

minds during financial stress and ushers us
into a more positive state of mind.  A mind
full of peace and gratitude paves the way for
prosperity.

What is prosperity?  It can be described as
having whatever we need to continue on our
journey on the Path of Light. By regular
practice of Daan, things often come our way
when needed, sometimes from the most
unexpected sources.  This helps us to face
our material ups and downs with more
equanimity.

Light Towards Divine Path by Vasant Paranjpe
gives the following disciplines for practicing
Daan:

“1.  You give Daan because it is your duty to

do so. This means you are not obliging the
person to whom you give.  You should con-
sider yourself obliged by the person who

accepts your gift.  He is the instrumental

cause to enable you to transform your mind
and, hence, he is obliging you.

“2.  Do not give Daan for name or fame.  If

you give cash or material possessions for
name or fame it is not Daan.  Daan has to be

done in secrecy.  “Let your left hand not

know what your right hand does.”  If you talk
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about it to others it is likely to nourish your

pride and our aim of removing tension on

the mind will not be achieved.

“3.  Everyone wants to be happy and, hence,
everyone has to share his assets in a spirit of
humility.  A rich man has to give and a poor
man has to give.  A rich man can receive and
a poor man can receive Daan.

“4.  Daan needs to be made out of one’s own
earnings.

“5.  The person to whom you give needs to
be a proper person.  A hungry man is a
proper person to receive food.  A person in
need of necessities of life is a proper person
to receive them in kind or cash.  In all other
cases Daan should be given to a person who
is normally given to what, according to you,
are good habits.  If you give Daan to some-
body whom you think is likely to spend it on

wrong purposes, then it is not Daan.  Not

only have you not done a good act but you
involve yourself in a bad act as  you become
instrumental in pushing him into wrong

things and you become a partner in his guilt.

If Daan is given to a rich person he is likely to
spend the amount again in Daan by adding
his own to it.  If Daan is given to a poor

person he is likely to spend it on good works.

If Daan is given to a holy person you are
always safe as he would certainly spend it for

the benefit of society.  Use your discretion in

such matters.”

The result?  Light Towards Divine Path states:
“If you practice Daan with all the discipline
involved, what happens?  You part with
one hundred dollars and within a short time
you get back a little over a hundred dollars in
cash or some material benefit.  This is a
superphysical law of nature and hence invio-
lable.  Daan is therefore called a material aid
to happy living.

“You will also notice that in times of your
need things come to you without asking
for them.  More importantly, you do not feel
the tension when things go bad materially, as
you get into the habit of non-attachment to
worldly possessions.

“Agnihotra and Daan, the first two aspects of

the Fivefold Path, give a push to the mind in

the right direction and your ability to choose
between right and wrong improves.  Your will
to act according to the judgment given by

your power of discrimination is strengthened

and you are aided to get out of a vicious
circle into a virtuous cycle.  The biggest push
in this direction comes from Agnihotra as it

totally changes the coloration of the mind

and your journey on the next three aspects
of the Fivefold Path [Tapa, Karma and

Swadhyaya—Ed.] becomes facile.”
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Hamilton’s wife Irma Elisa is very happy,

grateful and relieved that her husband and

father of their son Allan Eduardo is free of

cancer.

Hamilton Colon Noboa Miranda
Guayaquil, Ecuador

Problem: Hodgkins Lymphoma

I am 31 years old. Last year, I was diagnosed

with a Hodgkins Lymphoma in SOLCA (Ecua-

dorian Society against Cancer). I had a tumor

in the cervical region. My lymph nodes were

swollen and they did a biopsy and the results

were positive for Hodgkins Lymphoma. Later
I came to know Dr. Montufar, who taught me
all about Homa Therapy from the Ayurvedic
Medicine. Since then I have practiced the
HOMA treatment with him and I feel very
well.

The latest medical controls, done in SOLCA,
show complete negative results.

Note: There are 4 main categories of cancer.
Carcinomas affect the skin, mucus mem-
branes, glands and other organs; Leukemia
are blood cancers; Sarcomas affect muscles,
connective tissues and bones; and Lympho-
mas affect the lymphatic system.
_______________________________________

Healings with Homa Therapy

Marisol Ester Zanata
Lima, Peru

    Problems:
*Eye Trauma
*Acne
*Parkinson’s Disease

I have been doing the Homa Therapy for four

months. I would like to give the healing
testimony that took place with my son Jean

Pierre. He had an accident and his eye was

compiled by  Abel Hernandez

 and Aleta Macan
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traumatized. His eye had internal bleeding

and a lot of swelling. I prepared a cream with
Agnihotra ash and ghee and applied it
around his eye. Surprisingly, the very next

day he was already well. Normally any kind
of trauma or bruise (hematoma) will take
several days to clear up and will go first

through all the different colours. But this was

a very quick healing.

We also applied the Agnihotra cream on his
acne and those pimples disappeared.

Another experience was with Mrs. Alida. She
arrived in our house, having the Parkinson’s

disease. Her left arm was shaking strongly

and continuously. At the beginning when she

did the Agnihotra fire, she dropped ghee

because of her shaking, but after a week,

now you barely can see her shaking. She has
been doing this healing fires in the morning
at her house and in the afternoon with us.
She does Agnihotra with her daughter and
we can see that she is almost completely
healed in that short time.
_______________________________________

The Zapata Family
Jose, Ana Claudia, Silvana Veronica
Piura, Peru

    Problems:

        *Bad Temper, Family Relationship
        *Respiratory Problems
        *Tachycardia
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*Gastritis
*Addiction

We are all very happy with the healing fires

of the Homa Therapy. We have seen how
Jose, the father, who had a bad temper
(which of course influenced our whole family
life), had respiratory problems and tachycar-
dia (rapid heartbeat) and gastritis, now no
longer has any one of these problems.

The best is that he does not drink alcohol any
more. Not even during the football games
does he touch alcohol. With the help he
receives from Agnihotra practice he just
decided he did not need that any longer.
There is more conversation and better rela-
tion amongst all of us in the family. We feel
more harmony, even at work.

We are very thankful to the Homa Therapy

for these improvements in our life.
_______________________________________

Manuel Natividad Balqui Rojas
Maria Barqui Angeles
Lamud-Luya
Amazonas, Peru

    Problems:

        *High Cholesterol Level
        *Stress
        *Headache

        *Hemorrhoids
        *Lack of Memory
        *Bad Temper

I am 60 years old and was suffering from
stress and depression, had hemorrhoids and
high cholesterol level and lots of headaches.
Ing. Mines talked to me about Homa Therapy
and the possibility to do these healing fires

on his farm. I started doing the Agnihotra,
which is the fire of morning and evening
sunset and sunrise and the Om Tryambakam

fire and I also started taking the Agnihotra

healing ashes. Now I feel healthy, more
relaxed and sleep better, especially when I
listen to the Om Tryambakam Mantras. Even

my memory has improved, thanks to the

Homa Therapy.

His daughter, Maria Barqui Angeles, comments:
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My father used to have a very bad temper. It

was for all of us in the family very difficult to

get along with him. Then he started with the

Homa Therapy fires and now he is healthy
and has changed his manners to the good.
The whole family is very grateful for this
change.

_______________________________________

ALBALUCIA CORREA
Kra. 11 # 40-35
Pereira, Colombia

Problems:

    * Back pain
    * Insomnia
    * Acne
    * Bad Temper

I had a very severe back pain, but since I

have been taking the Agnihotra ash and using

a Yantram it has calmed down a lot. Before, I

could not bend over. If I sat down then I
could not get up again. Now I am well and
the pain has disappeared to 99%. I had this
ailment for the last two months and it started
when I once bent over and from then on I
was stiff. Since I have come to the Homa
Therapy fires everything is well.

I also have a sister who suffers from insom-
nia; she hardly sleeps. Recently I was telling
her about Homa Therapy.  I gave her some
Agnihotra ash with all my faith and she is
telling me that she is taking it and that she is
sleeping well, and is very happy about that.

My mother also takes the Agnihotra ash and I
will give her a massage with the Agnihotra

ash and ghee, to see if this also serves her.
At home we do the Agnihotra fires in the
mornings and in the evening, every day. We

are very happy that we have experienced an

energy change for the better. Even our em-
ployee is happy. This girl suffered from acne
and now with the Homa treatment she is

very well. I apply Agnihotra cream (ash with

ghee) on her face and she is happy. Now her
face shows satisfaction, although she has
taken the Homa medicines just for some few

days. Before, she felt very down.
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Also everyone has noticed the change in my

husband. Jorge has always been a very

temperamental person. In moments when it

was least expected he could throw things
around. Now he has calmed down and is
much more accessible. He did not listen to
anybody, things had to be done only his way.
He would not allow anyone to see things
differently. Now he is no longer this way; he
has changed. Hopefully he can overcome all
his weaknesses, because we love him very
much, but he definitely has his terrible min-
utes. Later on he excuses himself and apolo-
gizes for everything. But it is a terrible prob-
lem because not everyone can tolerate it. He
has been telling people how good he feels.
Thank God.
_______________________________________

ARJENI JARA
Villavicencio
Colombia

    * Apartment Sale
    * Heart Problems
    * Plants
    * Violence
    * Aids

I am a therapist and worked in Bogotá. I have

been practicing the Homa Therapy fires for
approximately nine years and I have been

able to observe their harmonizing effect.

My apartment in Bogotá was very harmoni-
ous with the fires. When I decided to leave
Bogota and to live in Villavicencio I had to
sell the apartment. I did not even put a sign
or ad in the newspaper, or in my window, but
simply told a neighbor, who is owner of a
store. She informed me that some people
were interested. There were five people and
all of them had the possibility to purchase it

and then things went very quickly. The
people arrived at the house and commented
that there is something charming, that one

can breathe a lot of peace. I didn't really

observe it at the time, only when I was al-
ready in Villavicencio I began to realize the
harmony that had been in my apartment.

When I arrived in Villavicencio I spoke to my
sister-in-law about Homa Therapy and the

wonders it does on plants. I always had
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plants.  I use the Agnihotra ash and I never

apply insecticides or pesticides and they are

very pretty. Even some plants of cold climate

grow here in Villavicencio, where it is hot.

I told my sister-in-law all these things of
kindness that Homa Therapy holds in store
for us. She was getting ready at that time for
a cardiac catheterization. I gave her the
Homa Therapy book and she read it. Soon
after that she asked me to get her a pyramid
and she began to practice the Agnihotra fire
at sunrise and sunset. The morning the
catheterization was scheduled, she left for
Bogotá and an echocardiogram was done.
Then she returned and continued with the
Homa Therapy. One year later she returned
for another medical checkup at the same
clinic. The doctor took the echocardiogram
and commented, “How is it  that an

echocardiogram was made and you are being
treated for cardiac catheterization? You don't
have anything. I do not see anything here.

The guy who made the echocardiogram was

very silly.“ She told me that she laughed
because the doctor who had taken the previ-
ous ecography was the same one who was

saying this, and she told him, “It was you

yourself who did it.”

Another very interesting case happened in
Casillas. One day the guerrillas entered and

did some damage. They went to the bank and

could not steal the money because it was

locked up and not even the dynamite could

blow up the safe. The police discovered their

arrival. The commander organized the police
but since there were a hundred guerilla
fighters and only twenty policemen they did
not give any resistance. The commander
wisely dispersed his people. The guerilla
fighters were frustrated and they began to
give warning shots into the air that means
that the people have to abandon the town
within a short time; otherwise, they will be
killed.

Suddenly a small girl, the professor's daugh-
ter (they practice Agnihotra) said, “Dad, let us
do the Om Tryambakam fire.” They took the
pyramid and the whole family gathered for
the Om Tryambakam fire. The guerrillas did
not take over Casillas and nobody can ex-

plain the reason why. They had weapons and
they could have done it. Something hap-
pened and they desisted and from that day

on the guerillas have not tried to enter the

town again.

There are several people now who regularly
practice the Homa fires and they have had

many experiences in this respect. One of
those persons practicing the Agnihotra fire

had some children involved in drugs, but
soon after they started with Homa Therapy,

thank God they left it.
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If you talk to people who do Agnihotra, they

tell you that everything has changed for the

better, that everything is more harmonious,

that there is happiness inside and that their
form of thinking has become different.

I live with my daughter, my son-in-law and
my three grandchildren. They love to eat the
Agnihotra ash. Before leaving the house they
request ash. They are healthy children who
hardly ever get sick, and only visit the doctor
for check-ups.

Here where I live we talk about the good
things, and the Agnihotra group has already
gotten bigger. There are around twenty
people doing Agnihotra here now.

The doctor who treated me commented
about a case of AIDS. The person was losing

a lot of weight and he did not know how to
increase his defense mechanism. I gave him
a suggestion about using the Agnihotra ash.

The patient was instructed to take Agnihotra

ash capsules which I prepared. The Agnihotra
ash medicine is always given for free; nobody
has to pay for it. Later the patient stabilized

his weight and in the following appointment

had even gained weight. I made more cap-
sules so he could continue taking them. For
the time being I have not been updated

about this patient.

_______________________________________

JORGE ANDRES VELEZ, age 24
Kra.11 # 40-35
Pereira, Colombia

* Lack of energy
* Low spirits

Before, I slept and got up without spirits, with

laziness, without desires for working and
with discouragement. Now that I am here
with the Homa Therapy I am more alive in

the morning. I sleep very well and I get up

with more energy to work.

I am taking the Agnihotra ash and I am also
using a Yantram.
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When we were twenty-three years old, our

concerns ranged from seeing God to scoring

dope to seeing God through scoring dope.

Now that we are approaching or have
reached sixty, much of what we took for
granted can no longer be so taken. For ex-
ample, parts of our body we didn’t even
know existed now call out for attention in the
form of mild and often not so mild pains and
ailments. Those of us fortunate enough to
have avoided serious illness are grateful.

Nonetheless, whereas the search for spiritual-
ity was utmost on our minds back then, the
search for a solution to lower-back pain now
has become the raison d’etre du jour.

Well, accepting life on life’s terms, let us
examine what this new reality presents us.
And rather than kfetching (complaining), let

us see how we can channel our older bodies
into the next phase of our spiritual quest.
Fortunately a process exists which allows us

to do both—take care of our bodies and not

only continue our spiritual quest but, in fact,
expedite it!

That process is called Agnihotra or Homa

Therapy and is deceptively simple, with
positive consequences that go beyond our

rational mind’s ability to comprehend. If,
however, we employ quantum mechanics or

quantum physics, our comprehension of the

wide-ranging effects of sunrise/sunset

Agnihotra fire is greatly magnified.

The interesting movie, What the Bleep Do We

Know, explains not only the power of thought

to manipulate reality as we know it, but more
to the point, illustrates how a process as
simple as Agnihotra can have an effect multi-
plied many, many times beyond the pure
physical attributes being employed.

Just as the power of love can move emo-
tional mountains and sometimes, when
combined with adrenalin, can allow a mother
to lift an automobile off her child’s body, so
does quantum mechanics begin to help us
understand how Agnihotra not only provides
us with “peace that passeth understanding,”
but perhaps can be instrumental in helping
our grandchildren survive the global warm-
ing juggernaut.

More simply, we don’t really need to under-

stand how the pudding was prepared to

enjoy its taste and nutrition. The proof is
indeed in the pudding of Agnihotra and we
are welcome to analyze it, talk about it,

question it and study it. But we are also free

to just do it each sunrise and sunset and reap
the rewards that have been experienced
repeatedly by thousands worldwide since

1969.

And, by the way, that lower-back pain? Put

Agnihotra ash on it and that will help that as
well.

Baby Boomers:from Haight-Ashbury

to Medicare
Barry Rathner, Ph.D.

Los Angeles, California
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Dearest family, this is what I have experi-

enced:

A few years ago a was diagnosed with hepati-
tis A and B antibodies, hepatitis C. The physi-
cian suggested to follow up regularly with
liver tests. I had not done so for three years
until yesterday.

The doctor told me that he uses modern
equipment from Canada. I told him about my
previous diagnosis. After the blood test he
came to me and said, “Who told you that you
have hepatitis B and C? I do not believe that
you had them, because I cannot find any
trace of a hepatitis infection in your liver.
Your liver is in perfect order, working prop-
erly. Only a few liver enzymes are on the
higher side, but that’s it. All other data are
totally normal.”

I could not believe him! I was told in Europe I

had hepatitis C, at least for the last fifteen to
twenty years. My treatment, apart from living
on vegetarian diet and occasional intestinal

cleansing with natural ayurvedic or Tibetan

herbs, was solely the intake of Agnihotra ash
as many times a day as I remembered to take
it, but minimum three times.

But I tell you, what I strongly believe is

SHREE’S love for me and it is HIS Grace alone

that has lifted that illness from me, so that I

can start loving more. Since I have experi-
enced this amazing Divine love I am bound
with all my being to love, care for and treat
all people around me with this same Divine
love. It cannot be less than total love for each
and every one, unconditional love, and it will
be with sole focus on SHREE. What a bless-
ing, what inexpressible Grace.

OM PARAMA SADGURU SHREE GAJANAN
MAHARAJ, OM SHREE VASANT JI MAHARAJ,
OM LORD PARASHURAM OM.

Lots of joy,
Viel Freude,
Reiner Szcypior

[Parama Sadguru Shree Gajanan Maharaj
resuscitated the ancient Vedic teachings of
Agnihotra and the Fivefold Path in modern

times, for all people. Lord Parashuram is His

Guru.  Shree Vasant Paranjpe is Shree
Gajanan Maharaj’s disciple.--Ed.]

Letter to Satsang
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1. Perform AGNIHOTRA for purification of

the atmosphere which leads to automatic
purification of mind.

2. Practice DAAN (sharing of assets in a spirit

of humility to reduce attachment to worldly
possessions).

3. Practice TAPA (becoming better managers

of our energy expenditure by training the

body and mind to react to all circumstances
in life with Total Love).

4. Perform KARMA (every action for self
purification only and thus no expectations
which bind us to the material world).

5. Practice SWADHYAYA (Self-study) for
liberation. Who am I? Why am I here? My

work on this planet is to learn to react with
total LOVE with each opportunity given to

me.

This is the Fivefold Path for happy living on
the planet. By practicing the Fivefold Path

you become better members of your society,

group, religion, community, etc.

FIVEFOLD PATH for Happy Living
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